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Portable Free Internet Window Washer Crack+ Full Version Free

Portable Free Internet Window Washer Cracked
2022 Latest Version - Easy-to-use program to
quickly and safely remove the web browser and
application traces from the Windows system. It
enables users to clear history browsing as well as to
recover space on the hard drive. Important note: In
order to run Free Internet Window Washer portable
installation in the background (i.e. without showing
the program interface), you need to enable
Compatibility Mode on your system. It is not a
prerequisite for the main version, since it is easily
accessed when necessary, but you might find the
"key" useful. This means the program will have
access to the resources it needs. How Free Internet
Window Washer works Run Free Internet Window
Washer in Portable mode and press the "Clean"
button. Select the location on the drive from which
you want to clean the items and click "OK". Free
Internet Window Washer Portable window will
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open. Click on the "Wash Settings" link and specify
the types of items you want to clean. Add all the
directories you want to delete, separate the entries
by a comma (,) and click "OK". Repeat this process
for other directories or just specify the entire disk
by pressing the "Save the list" button. Start the
program, specify the items to clean and click "OK".
It takes Free Internet Window Washer a few
seconds to scan your system, and after that it will
display a list with a list of items to clean and their
total size. It is possible to save this list in order to
quickly remove the items later on. If you do not
want this, click the "Settings" link and specify a
password for verification when launching the
program. Free Internet Window Washer will clean
the selected items, and when it is finished you will
get a message asking for a confirmation. Click
"OK" to proceed. After the cleaning is finished,
you will be returned to the main interface. Click
"OK" to view the total size of the cleaned items,
click "OK" again to return to the list of items.
Notes and features: Free Internet Window Washer -
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Easy-to-use program to quickly and safely remove
the web browser and application traces from the
Windows system. It enables users to clear history
browsing as well as to recover space on the hard
drive. Important note: In order to run Free Internet
Window Washer portable installation in the
background (i.e. without showing the program
interface), you need to enable

Portable Free Internet Window Washer Crack+ With Keygen

A free utility to delete browser history, temporary
files, the Windows menu (recent documents) and
related registry entries. With some functions it can
also clean the Windows Registry and other
software related folders and files such as WinRAR
archives, PDF files and other compressed files.
CONTROLS Uninstall: To uninstall, just double-
click the file icon. The program uninstaller will
launch and the program will be removed. To
unpack the setup archive, double-click the file icon,
after which the setup file will automatically start to
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extract itself in the same location where the file
icon is located. Update Checker: To check for
update, double-click the file icon. It will check for
update if a new version of Free Internet Window
Washer is available. Settings: To open settings,
click the desktop icon and type settings into the
search field. Features: Delete registry keys: This
feature lets you delete specific registry keys. Select
the key you want to delete and click delete. Clear
recent documents: This feature lets you clear recent
documents and temporary Internet files. Select the
program that you want to open, and then click the
recent documents button. Clear history: This
feature lets you clear the history for Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome. Select the programs
you want to clear history, and then click the button.
Clear web: This feature lets you clear the history
for websites and toolbar for Internet Explorer,
Firefox and Chrome. Select the program, and then
click the button. Clear cache: This feature lets you
clear the cache for Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome. Select the program, and then click the
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button. Clear Cookies: This feature lets you clear
the cookies for Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome. Select the program, and then click the
button. Delete File Cache: This feature lets you
delete files cache for Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome. Select the program, and then click the
button. Clear Temporary Files: This feature lets
you clear the temporary files for Internet Explorer,
Firefox and Chrome. Select the program, and then
click the button. Delete program configuration:
This feature lets you delete the program
configuration for Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome. Select the program, and then click the
button. Delete cookie for domain: This feature lets
you delete the cookies for a specific domain for
Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome. Select the
programs you want to clear history, and then click
the button. Delete 77a5ca646e
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Portable Free Internet Window Washer Keygen Download

Free Internet Window Washer is a highly reliable
program that enables you to rapidly and efficiently
clean the internet browser cache, temporary files
and other unwanted entries found in some
applications. It can also be used to recover space on
the hard disk, restore privacy and run a full system
registry scan. The application takes advantage of
the freeware program XCleaner, originally
designed to improve and optimize Windows XP.
Users just need to select the areas to clean on the
main interface and all the necessary information is
immediately displayed on the screen. The program
is a no-frills, freeware solution for quickly cleaning
temporary and history browsing files as well as
recovering space on the disk. With the help of
XCleaner, which comes with it, you can easily
locate and remove unwanted entries from the
system registry. Users just need to choose the items
to be cleaned and click the "Start" button to start
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cleaning the selected files. The interface is very
simple, with an "Inspect" area on the top which
displays the list of objects to be cleaned. It is
possible to clean browser cache, history browsing,
temporary files and other entries from Windows,
7-Zip, ACDSee, WinRAR, MS Office, Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Chrome and Opera. Other
options let you view applications which should be
run automatically at system startup, recover unread
emails from POP3 accounts and access the autorun
settings. You can clean objects even if you do not
have permissions to change system registry values,
as well as set the utility to autorun at boot or run
scheduled tasks. If you want to remove software
which should be disabled at boot, choose the "Wash
Settings" tab and tick the items to be removed. In
addition to the default items, you can include your
own. For this purpose you need to click the "Add"
button. You can define a master key for hiding
browser windows, view history and disable autorun.
Free Internet Window Washer Review: Remove all
traces of Internet browsing After a long day spent
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browsing the Internet, it is easy to become
overwhelmed by all the stuff found in your cache
and the Windows temporary files. An important
aspect is privacy. You do not want to keep your last
online searches, links you visited, images you have
looked at and other data saved anywhere. Free
Internet Window Washer makes it very easy to
remove your Internet browsing history and the
unwanted items stored in temporary files. Note that
this utility can

What's New In Portable Free Internet Window Washer?

Clean the browser History and traces of Internet
Explorer, Google Chrome, Firefox, Opera, and
Netscape and other recent documents in the
"Windows" group. Clean the operating system
cache, temporary files, windows of Firefox, Google
Chrome, Opera, and other browsers, as well as
recently opened documents, and add-ons with a
single click. Delete Internet Explorer and Chrome,
the Recycle Bin, temporary files, and the Internet
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Explorer Favorites menu. Clean browser and
system program registry. Clean a large number of
document files and compressed data. Remove junk
files from audio CDs and other discs. Wipe a
removable drive completely, leaving no traces.
Delete private information from hard drives and
optical discs. View and modify the system registry.
Clean the Windows history, start menu, recent
documents, and saved passwords. Clean browser
cookies and cache. Format optical discs and
portable drives. Remove temporary internet files.
Kill all processes. Fix a temporary problem. Start
with a blank hard drive. Clean and recover deleted
files. Restore files and folders. Uninstall programs.
Verify system integrity. Defragment and organize
hard drives. Update the BIOS. About Free Internet
Window Washer: Portable Free Internet Window
Washer is an easy-to-use application which can
automatically delete web browser and system
traces, along with other unnecessary data found in
some applications. It enables users to clear history
browsing (a feature which comes in handy when
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sharing the PC with multiple users) as well as to
recover space on the HDD. Since installation is not
a prerequisite, you can drop the program files in
any location on the disk and just click the
executable to run. It is also possible to save Free
Internet Window Washer to a USB storage device
or other similar removable unit, in order to run it
on any machine without previous installers. An
important aspect to take into account is that the
Windows registry does not get updated with new
entries, and files are not left behind on the hard
disk after removing the program. The interface is
made from a simple window with a plain layout,
where you can get started by specifying the types of
items to delete, from the "Wash Settings" area.
They focus on Windows (e.g. recent documents,
temporary files, menu order cache, MS Office),
browsers (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox,
Opera, Netscape) and various apps (e.g. 7-ZIP,
ACDSee, WinRAR). It is possible to include
custom items as well. Before starting to clean files
you can view the total entries and size for each
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selected area. Other options of Free Internet
Window Washer let you view history and disable
apps which automatically run at system startup. As
far as program settings are concerned, you can set
Free Internet Window Washer to autorun at
Windows boot, delete without confirmation
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System Requirements For Portable Free Internet Window Washer:

 128 MB RAM  1 GB VRAM  OpenGL 1.5 
100 Mbps Internet connection  Windows XP,
Vista or Windows 7  32 bit or 64 bit operating
system. Key features:  Power of motion - use your
camera to capture and rewind a game  Create
your own motion graphics - record and animate
your gameplay  Focus in on your game - control
camera movement with touch controls
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